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2011 KEURING REPORTS

Bosch Farms – Red Deer, AB
Hosts: John and Jacqui van den Bosch.
Jury: Bart Henstra-Netherlands, Lana Sneddon, Indiana and Dr. Deborah P. Harrison,
California.
.
Please remember that these remarks
are for a snapshot in the lifetime of
these horses. We encourage owners
and breeders to attend keurings
whenever possible for further
evaluation of their horses, their
breeding goals and breeding
directions.

We arrived late into Calgary (9:40pm) and proceed to the car rental only to hear we have
NO CARS! We said “we have a reservation” and the nice man behind the counter replies “
Yes and I am sorry but we have NO CARS”. We must have looked desperate because he
said well I have a TRUCK you could take if you bring it back tomorrow. I said…WE WILL
TAKE IT”! We arrived at our hotel around midnight.
The next morning it was a nice drive out to Bosch Farms and the highlight was seeing the
moose alongside the road. Even though the sun was shining it was a brisk morning with a
bitter breeze and jackets were going to be needed today.
When we arrived at Bosch Farms we were greeted by the keuring hosts John and Jacqui
van den Bosch. This is a new facility that is laid out well with attention to detail.
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Bosch Blue
(Reg. name Bovona)

Jumping IBOP
First on the schedule was the Jumping IBOP of the Aangewezen (selected for the stallion
performance test in Holland) stallion Bosch Blue (registered name Bovona). Bosch Blue
(owned by John van den Bosch of Bosch Farms LTD and bred by A. van de Broek) is a 5
year-old stallion by Cantos out of the ster pref mare Pavona, sired by Mr. Blue. Bosch Blue
was well presented by the talented rider Femke vd Bosch. This grey son of Cantos jumped
with very quick and powerful take off, has a good technique and showed good scope. With
a total score of 80 in IBOP and ISF cup Bovona was the best adult jumping horse of this
keuring. After the keuring Mr Bosch showed the jury and spectators 8 foals from the
stallion Bosch blue, giving additional information to further evaluate him as a stallion
candidate.
Dereusa S, the 3 year-old daughter of Numero-Uno pref out of Utareusa elite by Calvados
x Le Mexico keur also did a convincing jumping test. The canter had good length, and good
balance with an active hind leg. She was quick in the take off but could have opened more
in the hind leg. Dereusa S had good scope, attitude and rideablity convincing the jury she
was a talented jumper Scoring a 79 for her test and after a successful Stb/Star
presentation later in the day Dereusa S Became a Keur mare.

Dereusa S

Foals
The jumper foal class champion was the colt Gallup WF by Hickstead out of Rosalie by
Ramiro’s Son II, bred and owned Bruce and Sharon Tellford of Woodlawn Farm. He was
well developed with good muscling in the top line and showed good balance in his supple
canter.

Dressage
The champion mature dressage horse ribbon went to Cashew by Johnson out of Lady W
keur pref by Farrington bred and owned by Allison Hagen of La Prairie Aire. This keur
eligible mare scored a 71.5 in the IBOP/DG Bar cup.
List of all 1st premium horses

Emerald

Dressage foals
#171 Gewel (OO Seven x Roemer)
Jumping foals
#174 Gallup WF (Hickstead x Ramiro’s son II)
#169 Gemstone (Tangelo VD Zuuthoeve x Ferro)
#173 Guru Du Balou P (Balou Du Rouet x Ferro)
#167 Galadriel (Le Preimeur x Ahorn)
#175 Gameboy (Phin Phin x Lupicor)
2-Year Old Jumper Filly
#177 Emerald (Tangelo VD Zuuthoeve x Ferro)

Myranda – Keur Eligible
Indorado keur x Dyranda elite
pref prest by Notaris keur x Irenus
We are looking for photos of the
horses at the keuring. If you have
any, please send them to the
Office. The photos for ‘keuring
results’ can be low resolution.
For horses in the Top Fives, please
send photos that are a minimum
of 300 dpi and 4” x 6” in size.

Stb/Star Jumper Gelding
#178 Chef S (Lord Z x Padinus)
Stb/Star jumper Mares
#182 Dereusa S (Numero-Uno x Calvados)
Jumper IBOP
#189 Bosch Blue (Cantos x Mr. Blue)
#182 Dereusa S (Numero-Uno x Calvados)
#178 Chef S (Lord Z x Padinus)

